GREENWAVE FESTIVAL 2017
EVENTS, WORKSHOPS & CONCERTS PROGRAM

Thursday, September 14

EVENTS

19.00-21.30  “War and Environment”
- War over water: the hushed environmental factor – Kostas Nikolaou, President of UnivSSE Coop – People’s University of Social and Solidarity Economy
- Nuclear weapons, heads and capitals club – Xenofon Zisis, electrical engineer specialized in RES
- The war and the ecological crisis as a social and psychological malfunction – George Blionis, Dr. of Biology/Ecology, member of EMT
  Moderation: Odysseas Hilitidis, teacher, member of EMT
  Organised by: Ecological Movement of Thessaloniki (EMT)

19.00-20.30  “Together for Peace”
The members of Select Respect Network discuss with the audience about peace, challenges and peacebuilding in people’s perception.

20.30-21.00  “Developing social economy in Karditsa. A social ecosystem”
Documentary (30’) and discussion
Organised by: Heinrich Böll Foundation Greece

PARALLEL EVENTS
21.00-21.20  “My name is Merwan Ahme and this is my story…”
Screening about Merwan Ahme’s work, Syrian painter
Alkyone Refugee Day Center

EXHIBITIONS (all days)
- Idomeni portraits by Sakis Vavalidis
- Comics by refugee artists - Alkyone Refugee Day Center
- Unpublished photos of Afghanistan
- Exhibition of Merwan Ahme’s paintings

Bazaar Workshops

19.00-20.00  “Setting the species’ chaos in order” (Activity for children 8+)
Ecogaia Farm

20.00-21.00  Presentation of Active Microorganism Technology
SPIRA GIS

CONCERTS (begin at 21.30)
- BB5 PERCUSSION SYSTEM
- ΧΕΙΜΕΡΙΝΟΙ ΚΟΛΥΜΒΗΤΕΣ
- ΣΤΑΛΑΓΜΙΤΕΣ
- ΑΜΑΝΙΤΕΣ
Friday, September 15

EVENTS

19.00-21.30  “The peace movement, then and now”
- The political challenges of the pacifist movement – Armoury, disarmament, the Lamprakis movement – Giannis Paraskevopoulos, Ecology Network
- International organisations in front of modern humanitarian dead ends: can they find solutions? – Prof. Kostas Tsitselikis, University of Macedonia
- Syria, Turkey, Kurdistan: is there hope? – Burak Baysun, HDP member, activist, Turkey
- The geopolitics of conflict, the responsibility of the West, the refugees – Dimitris Papaioannou, lawyer at NGO PRAKIS
- Nonviolence and political disobedience, Gandhi’s, Martin Luther King’s and Henry David Thoreau’s legacy – Prof. Alekos Georgopoulos, Aristotle University

Moderation:
Organised by: Ecological Movement of Thessaloniki

19.30-21.30  “Women & War”
- Women organisations against militarism and war – the woman as loot of war – Sissy Vovou, Mov
- GBV in refugee camps - Margarita Kelesi – Dr. of Psychology, Director of National Center for Social Solidarity (EKKA)
- Prevention of GBV starts through the promotion of new perception of masculinity – Prof. Dimitra Kogidou, Department of Primary Education, President of Sex and Equality Committee, Aristotle University.

Moderation: Gabriella Sampsonidou, Sociologist, responsible for cultural and social integrative actions of Alkyone Refugee Day Center
PARALLEL EVENTS

18.00-20.00  “Gone with the sea...”  (Recreational activities for children)
ANTIGONE – Information and Documentation Centre on racism, ecology, peace
and non-violence

20.00-20.30  “Veziropoula’s riddles”
Karagiozis shadow play by the 12-year-old Konstantinos Xiradakis

Bazaar Workshops

19.00-20.00  Toy making with recycled materials
RemadeinGr (Workshop for children)

20.00-21.00  Macramé and finger knitting
Karaiskou Katerina (Workshop for children)

CONCERTS (begin at 21.30)
- ΚΡΟΥΣΤΟΦΩΝΟ
- ΤΑ ΠΑΙΔΙΑ ΤΟΥ ΦΑΡΟΥ
- ΒΑΣΩ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑΔΟΥ με τους ΓΚΙΝΤΙΚΙ
- ΚΡΟΥΣΗ
Saturday, 16 September

EVENTS

19.00-21.30  Nazism, war and the extermination of the “Other”
- **Jews’ genocide – Thessaloniki’s contribution** – Rena Molcho, Historian
- **Romani’s holocaust** – Paraskevas Selim Vilanakis, high school student, founding member of NGO Faros tou Kosmou
- **Homosexuals in WWII** – Nikos Chatzitrifon, Representative of Cooperation for the Social Sex
- **Nazist ideology, its survival and its deniers** – Michalis Tremopoulos, lawyer, former member of the European Parliament

Screening: “Salonika – A City with Amnesia” by Max Geilke and Mario Forth.

Moderation: George Tsitiridis, journalist, Communications officer NGO ANTIGONE

Organised by: Greenwave Festival, Heinrich Böll Foundation Greece

18.30-19.30  “Peace begins in our plate”
_The vegan way of life – an absolute yes to peace and ecology_ - Vicky Alexandraki, Biologist – Neurobiologist, blogger (veganinathens.com)

19.30-21.00  “Live and let Live”
Documentary screening about veganism by Marc Pierschel and discussion
Moderation: Sofia Kiprianidou, Andreas Papazachariou

Organised by: Ecological Movement of Thessaloniki - Vegan Thessaloniki
PARALLEL EVENTS

18.00-20.00  “Rights for all”
Experiential workshop on children’s rights
ANTIGONE – Information and Documentation Centre on racism, ecology, peace and non-violence

20.00-20.30  “Karagiozis, the cook”
Karagiozis shadow play by the 12-year-old Konstantinos Xiradakis

21.00-21.30  Aerial dancing
Anti-gravity SKG

Bazaar Workshops

19.00-20.00  Seminar on upcycling old utility items into jewellery
Romaliadou Dedemi

20.00-21.00  Presentation of natural building as a practice and of healthy and low ecological footprint food.
Sustainable development Initiative Social Cooperative Enterprise

CONCERTS (begin at 21.30)
- SO DIZZY
- ΑΠΟΣΤΟΛΟΣ ΡΙΖΟΣ
- INTERAIL
- COCONAUT ROCKERS
Sunday, September 17

11.00-13.00 Experiential workshops for children by organisations participating at the festival

12.00-13.00 “Gone with the sea...” (Recreational activities for children)
ANTIGONE – Information and Documentation Centre on Racism, Ecology, Peace and Non-Violence

Bazaar Workshops

11.00-12.00 Gift bag making techniques
Michalaki Katerina

12.00-13.00 Creative workshop of jewellery making with recyclable materials
Fotopoulou Maria

14.30-16.30 CONCERTS (Festival’s closing)
ΜΟΥΣΙΚΑΝΤΖΑΡΟΙ

During the Festival, you can taste exquisite vegan food and deserts and walk around a colourful eco bazaar with lots of exhibitors and artists.

All profits will be used for the solidarity activities of the Ecological Movement of Thessaloniki and its social space Oikopolis.